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Report to the Legislative Research Committee on the first five 
months of a study on the Feasibility of establishing a 
Medical School in Maine -

by John B. Truslovr, M.D. 
March 16, 1966 ---

Introduction 

This is a progress report. There are no conclusions 
or recommendations in its text. Only five of many aspects 
of the study have been selected for snphasis at this time. 
There is still more data to be studied, sources of informa
tion and opinion to consult and parts of the state to see 
first hand. 

If I could wish for one accomplishment of this mid-
term report, it would be an increasing appreciation by 
all concerned about the establishment of a medical school 
that feasibility involves more than academic, professional 
and fiscal possibility and likelihood of setting up and 
supporting a fully accreditable institution. Equally important, 
is whether this most expensive and complex of all educational 
investments will achieve what its many enthusiastic supporters 
so genuinely and properly want for this state: a substantial 
and steady increase in the number of practicing physicians, 
nurses and other health personnel and in the quality and 
availability of health services over the state. 

Both aspects of feasibility will be emphasized 
today and will be presented in more detail in the final 
report to the committee. 

Present Impression 

The feasibility of establishing a medical school in Maine in the near 
future depends largely upon the speed and thoroughness of efforts Nhich must 
be made in several areas vJhich are fundamental to medical education and modern 
medical care. 

Among these areas are: Graduate Education in the biological, physical and 
social sciences; Professional Education in the several hospital centers capable 
of sustaining strong internship and residency pror.rams; and Regional Planning 
to maximize the value of a medical school to the practicing profession and 
ultimately to the citizens of Naine. 

To these elements so essential to medical education, two others might be 
added which relate primarily to recruiting physician-graduates to practice in 
Maine. This is certainly the overwhelming presumption of the widespread public 
endorsement of a medical school today. In respect to recruitment, the importance 
of Elementary and High School Education as ~rell as of Transportation cannot be 
ove1·-emphasized. 
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In the progress report, each of these subjects will be discussed briefly, 
on the basis of the studies to date. I must emphasize, however, not only the 
tentative nature of some of these observations today, but also the fact that 
another study by the state in the field of higher education is presentl~r under
way, Its findings and CD ncl us ions will necessarily have an important bearing 
upon the feasibility of a. medical school in the near future. Nowhere is this 
more apparent than in the field of Graduate Education, 

I Graduate Education 

Graduate Education is education beyond the Bachelors Degree - it leads to 
the Master and Doctorate Degrees, and it is generally concentrated in a limited 
area of study. In reost fields of graduate education, the ultimate earned degree 
is that of Doctor of Philosophy, or PhD, in the specia1 subject, It repre
sents achievement of a course of train~ng over a period of three or more years 
in closest association with one or more professors throughout that time. This 
type of education cannot be carried on in large classes, It depends upon small 
discussion groups, individual attention, and a student-faculty ratio of not mere 
than 3 to l. It includes generally the accomplishment of orif,inal research and 
the composition of a thesis which the student must defend and discuss for many 
hours (sometimes days) with a select faculty committee. 

Graduate Education is the do or of greatest student opportunity. Moreover, 
it must be regarded as this nation Is most urr.ent and untapped human resource. 
It is no longer merely vit:1l to progress and to the advancement of human kno'!Jr
ledge; it has become a necessity, if the people of the world are to benefit from 
these advances rather than be ovenrhelmed by them. Finally in respect to 
medical education, Graduate Education in the arts and sciences related to health 
and disease is absolutely basic. There are no tvro ways about it. 

Hodern medicine j_s based today upon human physiology in 
its broadest sense, and upon the study of hurnan behavior. 
To treat a patient intelligently a doctor has to have con
siderable understanding of what can go vJrong in orcJ.er to 
begin to con1prehend what is wrong and how to find out about 
it from the patient and from the laboratory. Accordingly 
a major portion of the medical student! s first two years is 
concentrated in the basic medical sciences, the study of the 
nature of health and disease, and of the e·dent of our 
current knowledge a.bout them. 

Teachers and scholars of physiology and behavior can 
be assembled as a faculty of medicine only in an atmosphere 
of inquiry - of impatience to know more than we kno\•7; and of 
colleagues, and of facilities, equipment and filllds to 
extend the bounds l)f human knowledge, 

The basic sciences associated with medicine are rooted 
in the broad fertile fields of biology, zoology, chemistry, 
physics, mathematics, psychology, sociology and anthropology; 
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and they are nourished by exciting nm-r dj_s ciplines such as 
genetics, marine biology, nuclear physics and bio-engineer
ing. They describe the University base of an accreditable 
medical school in 1966. Their academic expression is in 
graduate education. 

What is the picture of Graduate Education in the state of Maine today? 

From 1921 through 1961 - a period of 41 years - 976 gra.duates of colleges 
in Maine earned PhD degrees; but only three of them in Maine, and these three 
just since the spring 5-f 1960. By 1964 total PhD's earned in Naine had grown 
to 10; ranking us number 50 among the 51 states and the District of Columbia, 
for that year (and also over the 45-year period since 1921). Hore v-rere added 
by the spring of 1965) but data from all states are not yet available for that 
year. 

Only fifteen years agoJ we were not alone among the states with no earned 
PhDs in our state. There were 10 other states (including Hawaii and Alaska) 
at the same level of inactivity. Nevada alone had still done nothing by 1964. 
Alaska had produced lh compared to our 10; Idaho 15; South Dakota 53; Hav-raii 58; 
New Hampshire 70; Hontana 84j Mississippi 158; Arkansas 261_; and Alabama 425. 

There is action stirring in Maine in many areas today, however, and the~e is 
leadership committed to graduate education development - not onlr because this 
is a clear Bbligation of a great university, but also· because·:g.:mducite ·edut).ation 
programs are essential for recruitment of great teachers and scientists to 
the faculty, and for keeping the good tnes we have. 

There is another very practical consideration as well. A productive and 
imaginative Program of Graduate Education in this state is absolutely necessary 
if Maine is to receive our state's ample share of the great Federal Funds 
now available in Research and Development. Very specifically in this field of 
Research and Development, Uncle Sam helps only those who first help themselves. 
TrJ'e have lagged far behind; h'e have a long way to go. Initial expense to the 
state might prove substantial, but it l-Jill repay itself many times. 

Assuming each state has an obliration to provide ?raduate education 
opportunities for its citizens in proportion to its population of college-age, 
Maine's annual contribution in this year in relation to total U.S. d~ctJrate 
production would have been 84 Doctors of Philosphy, in several major fields, 
Projecting Maine's college-age population to 1975, and U.S. dod,ui·ate production 
to that same date, our obligation should be 175 PhDs a yearJ unly 10 years ht::llce. 

But such an obligation does not rest entirely on the State University - as 
it certainly never has in the h ist or y of our country - and there is not only 
merit it seems to me in the philosophy of pooling many available resources in 
the state of Maine to meet this ehaJ leuge, Lllere are ~lso s·ome very· practical 
advantages. 

One of .. the thoughts developing in my mind is the concept of a Graduate 
F.ducat:i.l'll r.am_[JnE> r·el.'1ted ·"'''Rriew:i.nnlly tn several irwtitutj onR of h.igher learuine: 

~ --------
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in the area. It would be located within 30 minutes of a large aommercial airport 
@D an acreage sufficient to include several other major units - including sites 
for industrial and governmental research and development, and ideally the 
medical sch~ol and medical center. Several medical schools are now being 
built at the periphery of metropplitan areas adjacent to existing ~r planned 
circmnferential highways. 

Two opportunities just knockinp at our door are of such great scope and 
national urgency that with appropriate planninr: and ingenuity, they might well 
be a major stimulus and financial res~urce to launch such a project -

I refer, of course, to the limitless db.allenges of hydro-space and of plant 
and animal biology. 

Study of the oceans is in its relative infancy today- yet in only 10 years 
its implications to the very survival of man have become apparent to the leaders 
of the world - and this Last Frontier is literally at the front door of Maine. 

You are probabl-r aware of the fact that the Department of Economic 
Development, at the request of the Governor, is making a preliminary survey uf 
Maine's potentials in the field of hydro-space, or oceanography, especially 
as this applies to the Gulf of Maine, pin-pointing Maine's strategic position 
in this new field of science, which has implications for developments in almest 
every ~ther scientific discipline. 

Study of plants and animals in their vastly expanding sivnificance to 
human health and disease, offers infinite promise of major advances along many 
critical lines. Problems of health and nutrition among experimental animals are 
increasingly plaguing the efforts of medical investigators today. There appear 
to be substantial increases in the spread of diseases between animals and man. 
Drug testing on animals must now be greatly expanded, but the problem remains to 
find animals for whom drug effectiveness and drug toxicity are most comparable 
to man. As world population,increasingly freed from the scourges of flood, famine 
and disease, marches perhaps inexorably frcm sttme 3 billic:ns today to 6 billions 
by 1985 and 7.5 billions in the year 2000, will not food be a major determinant 
to any prospects for peace at all? 

1rlhere in the world is a better place to live and to work on such problems 
as these than the state of Maine with its stimulating climate, its freedom from 
urban pressures, its summer-wealth of great scientific minds who would prefer to 
stay here the year around - if there were modern facilities and equipment, and 
easy access to the world outside? 

How better not only t"" stem the outmigration of brains which has characterized 
our history for so long, but also to call many to return and others to come here 
to live? 

This is more than the brevity I promised in respect to Graduate Education 
but there is so little chance of an accredited medical school in Maine without a 
major effort in this basic area of Graduate Education. Graduate Education 
will be a major chapter of the Higher Education Study Report - and when the time 
comes for specific and detailed recommendations, I am confident our thinking will 
be along parallel, if not identical lines. 
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II Professional Education 

The amazing advances of medical knowledf"e have over the past 30 years 
placed an increasingly important responsibility upon larp.re community hospitals, 
for advanced and for rontinuous medical education, The atmosphere of inquiry 
and self-criticism in the course of medical educatior and medical practice is 
neither easily nor inexpensively achieved in the bn.sy lives of our practicing 
profession today. Increasingly, those hospitals T,rith the most notable and 
valuable teaching services over the nation are taking 011 two or more full-time 
faculty members charged with inspiring and administering educational programs 
for interns, residents and practicin? physicians - Of ecual importance is their 
guidance in establishing complex dia~mostic and treatment centers for the benefit 
of both doctors and patients over a considerable regional area. 

In a questionnaire sent to all medical doctors in Haine - from which there 
has been a remarkable 82% response - there has been overv.rhelminp: endorsement of 
a medical school 11 as soon as possible 11 or "within ten years." It is quite clear 
that one of the major hopes from such a school I•TOuld be its stimulus to develop·
ment of regional hospital programs in medical education and research. 

Now this might be a very reasonable hope if there were at least a few such 
programs in full operation. But several operational programs are almost 
essential to establishment of the-mBdical school itself; and there is only one 
worthy of the name, in all of Maine today. 

In this connection, I am about to explore with the staff,. and governing 
bodies of several regional hospitals in the state the possibility of developing 
a small nucleus of full-time facul tv whose assignments would include house-staff 
training, clinical programs for pr?.cticing physicians, and expansion of referral 
services around the regional-hospital concept of the Heart-Cancer-Stroke legisla
tion which offers such great opportunities for medical services in :,··aine. It 
must be understood that full-time appointees such as thjs may have research 
interests in either the laboratory or the community. But, appropriate space, 
equipment, job descdptions and salarie:s can achieve amazing results in just a 
few years, particularly if the state were to provide sufficient seed money in 
the early future - which can be rna tched many fold as the years go by. 

A closely related problem still under study is the increasing costs of 
training programs for schools of nursing, medical and x-ray technology, borne 
by certain hospitals in the state, but financed largel;r by increased patient 
charges. Rather specific recommendations in this l•rhole area are likely to be 
formulated over the next fet-r months. 

III Regional Planning 

neference has already been made to the subject of Regional Planning; but 
it deserves a few more specific comments. 

Although the advances of medical knovJledge have been repeatedly impressed 
upon the public in recent years, there has been little said about the stunning 
impact they are having upon some patterns of medical practice and upcn the 
philosophy of health education and of health services. 
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More and more physicians along with the general public are concerned about 
getting the benefits of these advances more effectively to more people. So many 
of the most important developments require expensive equipment and complex 
teamwork skills. These can be justified in regional centers. They are beyond 
reason for most communities; but the real problem is still how best to bring 
"together the patient and these modern diapnostic or therapeutic procedures. 
There are human relations in effective hea1 th services no less vi tal than 
~echnical skills - and the patient referred to the regional center must have 
8.ssurance of prompt and personal attention and rPturD to the care of the referr
ing physician; while the busy doctor, through continuous education and communica
tion with the regional center staff, must have a sense of participation at the 
forefront of advancing knowledge. 

More than any state with which I am fan::Uiar, Maine has developed a 
philosophy of regional health and medical services and as this ccntinues to 
establish visible patterns it cannot fail to have a major influence upon the 
recruitment of physicians to practice in the state, and upon the prospects of 
a :medical school with really contemporary operational policies and a curriculum 
identified with medical practice. 

Opportunity for Maine to achieve national leadership in this effort now 
appears so promising, there are likely to be specific recorrmendations forthmming 
in the final report. 

The t1r.ro other subjects to be discussed in this report, Public Education and 
T:::'ansportation, relate particularl-r to the better distribution of health personnel 
Etncl health services. rrany problems in these areas cannot - and. indeed need not -
be completely resolved to assure the feasibility of establishing a medical school 
in f'~aine. They have implication to a medical school development, however; and 
their resolution at best is a long range prospect. So there may be no better 
Lime than the present to keep thinking about them. 

IV Elementary and H:i.gh School Education 

A fmr.r years ago, there was undertaken one of the most comprehensive statis
t~cal studies of American education to ascertain (as of the fall of 1963) the 
numbers of students entering college, by state of high school graduation, state 
of college admission, and by type of college and high school, for all 50 states 
and the District of Columbia. Maine ranked number 51 in the percentage of high 
school graduates goin12 on to any type of further education. Only 31 of every 
100 high-school graduates vrent on to college, junior college, technical or 
vocational or professional training. This is a figure, of which many of you 
F.re fully aware. 

1r:hile it is a little risky to coJ11bine tvJo sets of figures - and very risky 
to generalize from a set of statistics relating to the progress of only one 
.s.ge-group of students through their educational experience - letts take a look at 
the evidence we do have about this class of ~aine students graduating from high 
achool in the spring of 1963. 
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This same class entered the 5th grade in the fall o.f 1955. Of everr 100 
in that class in 1955 (assuming state-wide population stability in that age 
group) 89 entered high school in the fall of 1959; 60 graduated in the spring 
of 1963. Only 19 of the original 100 (state-wide only) were enrolled in any 
higher educational experience in the fall of 1963 - about half ~f the national 
average. I have not yet found studies of college retention rates an:: graduations 
for further CD mparisons. -----

In order to enter any of the health professions todaT a high school diploma 
is prerecuisite. A passing grade on college entrance examinations is increasingly 
demanded; and the courses themselves (depending upon the health field) are one to 
four years in college work; and, for medicine, osteopathy, dentistry and 
veterinary medicine, another three to four years in professional scho•l. 

It is heartening to note the substantial progress made in the past tw~ years 
in this state in facing up to this problem of quality in our elementary schools 
and high schools. Legislative appropriations last year and departmental 
leadership and dedication have resulted in notable advances. But Haine 1 s 
relative advances in one biennium can be wiped out in the next unless we are 
prepared to face our competitive lag and the avrful responsibility we have to our 
young people. 

All this is related to the feasibiljty of establishing a medical school 
in Haine not only in respect to the equipment of youngsters in larger numbers 
for trainlng ln the health professions. It is a vital consideration in the 
selection of a Maine community by young doctors starting their practice, and 
in the recruitment of a competent medical faculty for a medical school. 

A major factor in the decision of these highbr educated men and women to 
settle in a community toda/ is a school system designed to encourage and eouip 
their children for admission to college. This is a problem nationally - and 
it is severest in states of relatively low per-capita income and relatively high 
rural population distribution. But when 15 new medical schools are well 
advanced in their programs of construction and operation, and 8 to 10 more are 
knocking at the door to ascertain the likelihood of accreditation, and finally, 
when there are today 955 budgeted but unfilled full-time faculty positions and 
by 1975 an estimated 1,680, Baine's assets must be well mobilized to beat this 
competition in all critical areas. Another of these is transporta,tion. 

V. Transporta~ 

In relation to the world of science, health and education, a modern medical 
school must be located near a commercial airport vrith convenient and freruent 
access to a major center of national and international flights. 

In relation to the public which a medical school hospital center will serve, 
the institution must be easily accessable by highway and helicopter from 
populatio'." centers, regional medical centers, smaller communities and isolated 
areas. The critical fact or in such accessibility is time; and in this connection 
I want. t,o m.<1ke t.wu m· three assertj_ons v.rhich represent, I believe, the best 
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contemporary thinking about the increasing importance of health considerations 
in the planning of new roads and the improvement of others. 

Even in crowded metropolita~ center~ today it is virtually 
impossible to plan health and medical services which, for a 
majority of city residents, are less than a half an hour from 
the physician, the emergency ward or the clinic. This is 
true even though there has tended to be a roncentration of 
physicians in the larger cities and towns. 

Now, half an hour describes a road distance between 
patient and service in smaller towns and rural areas of 20 
to 2) miles or more, if the road is reasonably straight and 
safe for a constant speed. 

The important sign:i ficance of this may best be expressed 
by quoting the well-informed opinior of the President of the 
Academy of General Fractice, Dr. Amos N. Johnson, of Garland, 
North Carolina, a town of 642 people. Hodern medical practice 
and future health services, he has stated many times, require 
a minimum of threP. physicians in a town or cluster of towns. 
The day of the lone practitiorer is rapidly disappearing. 
As an earnest to these vmrds, Dr. Johnson, after three decades 
as the lone practitioner in Garland has urged his devoted 
friends and patients to start now getting used to traveling 
to Clinton some l4 miles away for their medical care. 

V.That has all this to do with a medical school in Maine? 

V.Tell, perhaps the most interesting finding of the study thus far is the 
remarkable correlation of population, physicians and hospital beds at this time. 
This will undoubtedly surprise many of you, but there are fev.rer than 20,000 of 
Maine 1 s 990,000 population today living more than 20 air-miles (not road miles) 
from an approved hospital; and there are fewer than )0,000 of Maine's total 
population living more than 20 air-miles from less than 3 practicing physicians. 
About one-fifth of Mainers practicing physicians are doctors of osteopathy. 
I have no doubt that further analysis of our questionnaires v.Till shov.r that 
considerable numbers of all practicing physicians in the small towns and 
isolated communities of Maine are in the older age groups. 

lr.Jhat greater effect will a medical school in Haine have than medical schools 
elsewhere in Nev.r England upon the maintenance anCf strengthening of this pattern 
of distribution, unless efforts are also made to think of highvJays to 
hospitals and to regional medical centers? T·.1hat an opportunity this would make 
p0ssible for a truly modern medical school to serve the practicing profession 
and people of the state, while training nevJ generations to serve and to settle 
in areas they know will be served by the best in modern medicine? 

In summary, it seems to me the challenges facing th:is state are great, and 
in many ways unique. I believA the timing for an accreditable medical school 
rests in the hands of those who accept these challenges, but v.rill put first 
things first. I sincerely hope that our further studies and final report 
will prove helpful to deliberations which I am confident will result in wise 
decisions for Maine. 


